CALL TO ACTION: 26 September #ActionsForClimate
Join the Global Day of #ActionsForClimate on 26 September to
demonstrate the solutions to climate change and confront those that are holding
us back.
Nothing stops climate change faster than our actions. The global temperature
keeps rising; extreme weather events are becoming more frequent; people are
being forced to leave their homes. The climate crisis will continue if we let it.
Where is the necessary response from our political and business leaders? We are
weeks away from the COP21 in Paris where countries will sign a global climate
agreement - will it be strong enough to stop the onset of catastrophic climate
change?
We have a problem and our actions are the solution. This is the moment when
we all work together to kickstart laggard politicians and stand up to shortsighted, corporate interests. This is about turning heads, using action over
apathy, creativity over complacency and our agility against all those that get in the
way of the rapid change we need.
We’re going to give our leaders a collective, global kick in their briefcases and
challenge them to show the visionary leadership the planet needs.
We know what the solution is - 100% renewable energy and 100% forest for all
by 2050. We know it’s possible.
On September 26, thousands of people will take #ActionsforClimate
across the globe to demonstrate the solutions to climate change and
confront those that are holding us back.
Join this Global Day of Action to highlight your solution to climate change and to
call for a just transition to 100% Renewable Energy for all.
Join this massive display of people power on our path through Paris.
www.globaldayofaction.org

What to do?
•• Plan your own action to demonstrate your solution to the climate crisis: Some
groups are organising a solar powered street concert, an organic food stand or
a critical mass bike ride. It’s also a great opportunity to link this day to one of the
existing campaigns that you might be working on.
•• Photo- Opportunity: Take a photo and creatively display the just transition to
100% Renewable for all that we are demanding. There is no limit to the size or
your creativity to visualise 100% Renewable: Think human bodies, bikes, wood
chips, in front of a ministry or on top of a mountain. Try to make your photo as
creative and impressive as possible and post it on your social media channels
using the #ActionsForClimate hashtag.
•• Social Media - Let’s go viral - Show your solidarity with the actions taking
place across the world for the Global Day of Action. Post a selfie with the
#ActionsForClimate Hashtag and your demand for 100% Renewable for all.
Promote the Global Day of Action with hashtag #ActionsForClimate

